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In many applications of polyelectrolyte/surfactant (P/S) mixtures, it is difficult to fine-tune them after

mixing the components without changing the sample composition, e.g. pH or the ionic strength. Here we

report on a new approach where we use photoswitchable surfactants to enable drastic changes in both

the bulk and interfacial properties. Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) mixtures with

three alkyl-arylazopyrazole butyl sulfonates (CnAAP) with -H, -butyl and -octyl tails are applied and E/Z

photoisomerization of the surfactants is used to cause substantially different hydrophobic interactions

between the surfactants and PDADMAC. These remotely controlled changes affect significantly the P/S

binding and allows for tuning both the bulk and interfacial properties of PDADMAC/CnAAP mixtures

through light irradiation. For that, we have fixed the surfactant concentrations at values where they exhibit

pronounced surface tension changes upon E/Z photoisomerization with 365 nm UV light (Z) and 520 nm

green (E) light and have varied the PDADMAC concentration. The electrophoretic mobility can be largely

tuned by photoisomerisation of CnAAP surfactants and P/S aggregates, which can even exhibit a charge

reversal from negative to positive values or vice versa. In addition, low colloidal stability at equimolar con-

centrations of PDADMAC with CnAAP surfactants in the E configuration lead to the formation of large

aggregates in the bulk which can be broken up by irradiation with UV light when the surfactant’s alkyl

chain is short enough (C0AAP). Vibrational sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy reveals changes

at the interface similar to the bulk, where the charging state at air–water interfaces can be modified with

light irradiation. Using SFG spectroscopy, we interrogated the O–H stretching modes of interfacial H2O

and provide qualitative information on surface charging that is complemented by neutron reflectometry,

from which we resolved the surface excesses of PDADMAC and CnAAP at the air–water interface,

independently.

Introduction

Polyelectrolyte/surfactant (P/S) mixtures play a major role in
various applications ranging from personal care products to
drug delivery systems and paints.1–3 That is because of their
versatile physical properties that can be used to stabilise the

relevant soft matter interfaces, e.g. in foams or emulsions,
while they can also control bulk properties like viscosity and
electrophoretic mobilities.4–7 Owing to their widespread use in
applications, the properties of P/S mixtures with classical sur-
factants like dodecylsulfate or alkylammonium in bulk solu-
tions and at interfaces are studied extensively to the present
day.5–12 Using different P/S mixing ratios allows one to tailor
soft matter properties such as the size of the P/S aggregates
that form after mixing or the stability of aqueous foams.

However, these properties are notoriously difficult to
change after P/S mixtures have been prepared, where only
drastic changes in chemical composition e.g., pH values, or in
the ionic strengths are useful triggers.

In this work, we will present results on an alternative
approach where we report on the use of poly(diallyl dimethyl-
ammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) mixtures with different
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alkyl-arylazopyrazole (CnAAP) sulfonates. Here the CnAAPs
photoisomerize between linear (E state) and bended (Z state)
configurations (Fig. 1) and allow for remote control of both
interfacial and bulk properties through light irradiation
without the need for changes in the sample compostion.13,14

In that respect, light is a powerful tool as it can be localized in
both time and space.

It may be noted that the P/S mixtures that we report in this
work are conceptionally similar to PDADMAC/SDS mixtures
that have been frequently studied in the past,15–18 but the
CnAAP surfactants used in our study can regulate the P/S inter-
actions through the E/Z photoisomerization of the surfactants.
Through this additional control by light irradiation, we can
modify the size of the PADMAC/CnAAP aggregates, their elec-
trophoretic mobility and the interfacial properties to a large
extent and with high reversibility. In addition, we explore how
the latter depends on the length of the alkyl tail at the CnAAP
centre (with n being 8, 4 and 0) as it can alter the hydrophobic
interactions with the PDADMAC chains considerably.

Experimental
Materials and sample preparation

To ensure the high purity required for all measurements, a
strict protocol has been followed: all glassware was precleaned
with an Alconox (Sigma-Aldrich) aqueous solution and sub-
sequently rinsed multiple times with ultra-pure water
(Millipore Reference A+; 18 MΩ cm; total oxidizable carbon <5
ppb), dried in a stream of N2 gas and stored for at least 12 h in
concentrated sulfuric acid (98%, p.a., Carl Roth) with
Alnochromix (Alconox Inc., USA) to remove all organic impuri-
ties. The acid-cleaned parts were then rinsed with copious
amounts of ultra-pure water and dried again with nitrogen gas
(99.999%, Westfalen).

PDADMAC (20 wt%, 400–500 kDa, Sigma-Aldrich) was used
as received. The CnAAP surfactants have been synthesized and
purified as described previously.19 For the preparation of the
mixtures, both components were dissolved in ultra-pure water
and shaken gently with an orbital shaker (KS-15; Edmund

Bühler GmbH). The P/S mixtures were prepared by mixing
equal volumes of both components rapidly to minimise the
formation of kinetically trapped aggregates.20 The PDADMAC
concentration was systematically varied in the experiments
and is reported throughout this work with respect to the
monomer concentration which can be also directly compared
to the CnAAP concentration. Different from the approach with
a varying polyelectrolyte concentration, the surfactant concen-
tration was fixed at a value where the surfactants exhibit the
largest changes in surface tension in the absence of PDADMAC
(see tensiometry results in Fig. S1 and SFG spectra in Fig. S14
in the ESI†) that is 10 mM for the C0AAP, 1 mM for C4AAP and
0.1 mM for C8AAP surfactant.19,21

For the irradiation of the samples, LEDs emitting green
(520 nm, Roschwege, LSC-G) and UV (365 nm, Roschwege,
Star-UV365-05-00-00) light were used. If not stated otherwise,
their intensities were set to 2.9 and 10.2 mW cm−2 for the
520 nm and 365 nm LEDs, respectively.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and electrophoretic mobility

DLS experiments were performed with a Zetasizer Nano ZSP
(Malvern Panalytical) using the internal HeNe Laser (10 mW,
633 nm) and backscattering detector at an angle of 173°.
Before each measurement, the samples were irradiated with
either green or UV light for at least 10 min. Due to the
different experimental setup, the intensity of the LEDs used
for irradiating the samples was higher and 6.5 mW cm−2

(green) and 40 mW cm−2 (UV) were used. First the samples
were irradiated with green light and measured in the Zetasizer
and then irradiated with UV light and were measured again.
This order of the DLS experiments was followed for all P/S
mixing ratios.

Vibrational sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy

Vibrational SFG spectroscopy, as a non-linear optical tech-
nique, allows for the investigation of non-centrosymmetric
environments. The necessary break in bulk symmetry at inter-
faces, makes this technique inherently interface-specific for
materials with centrosymmetry. Consequently, SFG spec-
troscopy is a powerful tool to investigate air–water interfaces
on a molecular level. For that, two ultrashort laser pulses, an
IR and a visible pulse, are combined spatially and temporally
at the interface, where a third pulse with the sum frequency of
the incoming beams is generated. The SFG intensity can be
expressed as follows:22

ISFG / χ 2ð Þ
NR þ

X

q

Aq
ωq � ωþ iΔq

þ κ

κ þ iΔkz
χ 3ð Þϕ0

�����

�����

2

ð1Þ

Here, χð2ÞNR is a non-resonant contribution, while the
Lorentzian terms originate from a resonant contribution to the
second-order electric susceptibility. In case, of charged inter-
faces a third term becomes relevant that depends on the third-
order electric susceptibility χ(3) and the surface potential ϕ0.
The spectrum of χ(3) is mostly similar to that of the resonant
contribution, which depends on the frequency ω of the IR

Fig. 1 Molecular structures and photoisomerizaton of CnAAP surfac-
tants used in this study and the PDADMAC polyelectrolyte, where n = 8,
4 or 0 in the R groups corresponds to octyl, butyl and H tails,
respectively.
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beam, the eigenfrequencies ωq of vibrational modes from
interfacial molecules and their bandwidth Δq. The amplitude
Aq of a vibrational mode mainly depends on the number and
the orientation of the molecules at the interface. In the bulk
solution, Aq ∝ N〈βð2Þq 〉 is zero as the orientational average 〈⋯〉
of the molecules’ hyper-polarizability 〈βð2Þq 〉 is zero. At the inter-
face, the molecules’ net orientation causes nonzero ampli-
tudes and, therefore, noticeable SFG signals. In case the
surface charge and consequently the surface potential
changes, further modification of the SFG intensity can take
place. In particular, the intensity of the O–H stretching modes
from interfacial water molecules are largely affected by the χ(3)

term in eqn (1), which can be used to analyze the change in
the interfacial charging state qualitatively.22–24

For SFG spectroscopy we have applied a tunable broadband
IR pulse with 70 fs pulse duration and >300 cm−1 bandwidth
and a time-asymmetric narrowband visible pulse with a pulse
duration of 1–2 ps and a bandwidth of <5 cm−1. The IR and
Vis beams were overlapped at the interface at angles normal to
the interface of 60° and 55°, respectively. The reflected SFG
beam was spectrally dispersed in a Kymera (Andor, Oxford
Instruments) spectrograph and detected with a Newton
(Andor, Oxford Instruments) EMCCD. Additional details on
the spectrometer and fitting procedures can be found else-
where24 and in the ESI.† The samples have been equilibrating
for >60 min under green light before recording the spectra.
Subsequently, the samples were irradiated for 10 min with UV
light and spectra of the interface with surfactants in the predo-
minant Z state were measured.

Neutron reflectometry (NR)

NR can provide details on both the structure and composition
of the P/S aggregates at the air–water interface.25,26 The specu-
lar reflectivity R of neutrons is measured as a function of
momentum transfer perpendicular to the interface QZ, which
can be written as:27

QZ ¼ 4π
sin θ

λ
ð2Þ

The resulting neutron reflectivity profiles were measured at
the FIGARO instrument (Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), France)
with a wavelength λ range of 2 to 20 Å (angle of incidence, θ =
0.62°) and 2 to 30 Å (θ = 2.0° and θ = 3.8°).28 The experiments
were conducted using different isotopic contrasts: PDADMAC
mixtures with hydrogenous or deuterated surfactant in air con-
trast matched water (ACMW, 8.1% D2O in H2O) or D2O. The
deuterated surfactants d6-C8AAP and d13-C4AAP, which are
shown in the ESI,† were synthesized similar to the hydrogen-
ous surfactants, but with deuterated educts instead of their
hydrogenous analogues.19 Note, that most concentrations were
measured in 0.8% D2O in H2O instead of ACMW due to an
unfortunate erroneous calculation of the concentrations. The
concentrations measured in the correct ACMW were C4AAP
mixtures with 0.01 mM, 0.5 mM and 1 mM PDADMAC. The
different backgrounds of the solvents have been considered in
the analysis. Also, due to limited experimental time some con-

centrations could be only measured in two overall contrasts.
Within the available sample changer, six samples were loaded
in the PTFE troughs and measured in a sequence which opti-
mized the available measurement time at the NR experiment.
All samples were equilibrated for approximately 90 min before
the structural measurements were started and required a
measurement time of about 4 h per set of six samples. The
samples were constantly irradiated with green or UV light
throughout the NR measurement time using the intensities
stated in the section above on sample preparation.

In general, NR experiments were started by irradiating the
samples first with green light and subsequently with UV light.
Only mixtures of 1 mM C4AAP with 0.5 and 1 mM PDADMAC
as well as mixtures of 0.1 mM C8AAP with 0.1, 0.15 and 3 mM
PDADMAC were first irradiated with UV. This different
sequence was chosen explicitly to avoid aggregation and sedi-
mentation that can occur at these concentrations under green
irradiation later affecting the measurements under UV
irradiation (see discussion below). Measurements of the sol-
vents were used to subtract the solvent background from the
neutron reflectivity profiles using the software COSMOS.29

Subsequent to the NR experiments, an alignment problem of
the samples’ height was found which required a careful ana-
lysis of the obtained data (see ESI†). Unfortunately, it was not
possible to correct all data, especially in the low-Q for mixtures
of C8AAP with 0.01 mM PDADMAC. As a consequence, these
data were omitted in the analysis.

Analysis of the neutron reflectivity profiles was done using
Motofit30 (Igor Pro 8.0.3.3) and by applying a 4-layer model.
The model was based on a previously reported three-layer
model,13 involving surfactant chains protruding into the air
phase (layer 1), solvated surfactant heads mixed with the poly-
electrolyte chains (layer 2), and solvated polyelectrolyte chains
protruding into the bulk (layer 3). However, a supplementary
layer of highly solvated surfactant structures (layer 4), which
has been recently reported in related systems,9,27,31 improved
the quality of the model fit. Consistent with related studies, a
small Kiessig fringe in the reflectivity profiles for the deute-
rated surfactants corroborates our assumption of extended
structures (see Fig. S5 of the ESI†). Each layer is defined by
different parameters which are the inter-layer roughness r, the
layer thickness d, as well as the composition of the layer which
we describe by the volume fractions Φi of the moieties present
in the layer. In order to minimise the number of free para-
meters, some restrictions were applied: (i) the roughness was
fixed to 3.5 Å with respect to the capillary waves resulting from
the surface tension.32 (ii) The volume fraction of air in layer 1
was kept constant for both systems (Φ1,air = 0.9). Note that this
value is slightly higher than the value previously reported by
Honnigfort et al.21 who studied the pure C4AAP surfactant
monolayers in the absence of polyelectrolyte at the air–water
interface. The higher value assumed in the present work
resulted, however, in much better fits to the neutron reflectiv-
ity profiles of CnAAP/PADMAC mixtures at the air–water inter-
face. (iii) The volume fraction of the surfactant heads in the
second layer Φ2,heads was constrained so that the surface
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excesses of chains in layer 1 and heads in layer 2 were equal.
(iv) The thickness of the second layer was constrained between
4 and 6 Å to respect reasonable physical boundaries, similar to
the value used by Honnigfort et al.21 (v) The fourth layer was
included in the model only if the volume fraction of surfac-
tants exceeded a threshold of 2% while its thickness was
restricted to twice the length of the surfactants as reported in
previous studies.27 The model fit was optimized until a global
minimum of the chi2 was found. Further details on the fitting
procedure are described in the ESI.†

Results and discussion
CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures in the bulk phase

We start by addressing the size and the electrophoretic mobi-
lity of aggregates in P/S mixtures of cationic polyelectrolytes
PDADMAC and anionic CnAAP surfactants. These aggregates
form spontaneously in the bulk solution and can spread
material at the air–water interface.9 For classical surfactants
the phase behaviour of oppositely charged P/S mixtures has
been extensively studied in the past and can be roughly
divided into three regions. At high excess of the polyelectrolyte,
‘undercharged’ complexes are formed through binding of sur-
factant monomers or micelles to individual polyelectrolyte
chains,33,34 while overcharged and kinetically stabilised aggre-
gates form when the surfactant is in large excess. This leads in
many cases to a highly charged surfactant shell surrounding a
core of P/S aggregates.35 At intermediate mixing ratios, there
exists an equilibrium two-phase region where the net charge of
the P/S complexes is minimised that causes low colloidal stabi-
lity and drives the formation of large P/S aggregates that can
sediment over time and, thus, give rise to a loss of surface-
active material.5,20

Fig. 2 depicts the hydrodynamic diameter dh and the elec-
trophoretic mobility uζ of the PDADMAC/CnAAP mixtures as a
function of the polyelectrolyte concentration, while the AAP
concentration was kept fixed as explained in the experimental
details. Close inspection of Fig. 2 reveals that for each of the
CnAAP surfactants, uζ changes drastically from negative to
positive values as the PDACMAC concentration increases,
which is consistent with the general behaviour of P/S mixtures
with classical surfactants.36,37 Interestingly, the charge reversal
for the CnAAP surfactants in the E configuration (irradiation
with green light) takes place at a monomer concentration of
PDADMAC equal to the surfactant concentration as indicated
by the vertical lines in Fig. 2a.

Equal molar concentration of surfactants and oppositely
charged polyelectrolytes at the point of zero net charge (negli-
gible uζ) are indicative of high binding affinities of the surfac-
tants to the PDADMAC chains.10 The steepness of the charge
reversal is largely affected by the terminal chain of the surfac-
tants: while for PDADMAC mixtures with C8AAP as well as
C4AAP, the change from negative to positive uζ is observed in a
narrow concentration range, the charge reversal for mixtures
of PDADMAC with C0AAP takes place in a much wider range of

concentrations (Fig. 2a). These apparent differences are pre-
sumably caused by a variation of the hydrophobic interaction
between the AAP surfactants and PDADMAC, where the CnAAP
surfactants with butyl and octyl terminal groups have a higher
binding affinity as compared to C0AAP.

36,38

In Fig. 2b we present the hydrodynamic diameters dh of the
P/S mixtures as a function of the PDADMAC concentration.

At concentrations with small or negligible uζ, aggregates are
formed which exhibit only small electrostatic disjoining press-
ures between aggregates promoting the formation of larger
aggregates in the bulk as compared to concentrations where |
uζ| and, thus, the electrostatic repulsion is high. This behav-
iour is not unique for PDADMAC/CnAAP mixtures but well-
known also for other P/S systems with classical
surfactants.16,18,36,37 Although, larger aggregates with
PDADMAC formed for all CnAAP surfactants, their sizes
increased substantially with decreasing chain length (corre-
lated with increasing bulk concentration), which can be associ-
ated with the total ionic strength in the system. PDADMAC
mixtures with C0AAP exhibited the highest ionic strength
(20 mM) where the mixtures with C8AAP had the lowest
(0.2 mM). Consequently, charge screening for PDADMAC/
C0AAP mixtures is much more pronounced, reduces the
electrostatic disjoining pressure between aggregates and, thus,
promotes the formation of very large aggregates with dh of
∼5 µm, while dh was for the other surfactant mixtures well
below 1 µm outside the equilibrium two-phase region.

As can be seen from the data in Fig. 2c and d, E → Z photoi-
somerization caused by UV irradiation of the samples leads to

Fig. 2 Electrophoretic mobilities uζ of CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures with
the surfactants in (a) the E state (green iradiation) and (c) the Z state (UV
irradiation). (b) and (d) present the hydrodynamic diameter dh of CnAAP/
PDADMAC mixtures for E and Z isomers of CnAAP surfactants, respect-
ively. The vertical lines represent the concentration of the surfactants
which were fixed to 0.1, 1 and 10 mM for C8AAP, C4AAP and C0AAP,
respectively. For a better comparision of the data, some hydrodynamic
diameters were multiplied by a constant factor as indicated in the figure.
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a drastic shift in the point of zero net charge (or uζ, see Fig. 2c)
to much lower PDADMAC concentrations in case of C4AAP and
C0AAP. This is also visible in the trends of the hydrodynamic
diameters where the sharp maxima vanish and, instead, broad
maxima at lower concentrations appear (Fig. 2d).

Irradiation with UV light causes E → Z photo-isomerization
of the surfactants and results in a reduced binding affinity to
the PDADMAC chain. This is due to a change in hydrophobic
interactions between both molecules, that varies with the sur-
factants’ configuration (E or Z, see Fig. 1). Hydrophobic inter-
actions are reduced when the surfactants are in the Z state,
which was already observed in a previous work on a cationic
AAP surfactant with an ammonium head group and the
anionic polystyrene sulfonate.13 As a result of the reduced
binding affinity, a much larger excess of anionic CnAAP surfac-
tants is needed to overcharge the cationic PDADMAC leading
to negative electrophoretic mobilities and net charges of the
aggregates. This shifts the point of zero net charge to lower P/S
ratios (or polyelectrolyte concentrations) consistent with the
results in Fig. 2a and c. This is, particularly, pronounced for
PDADMAC/C0AAP mixtures where the point of zero net charge
is shifted from a P/S ratio of ∼1 (10 mM PDADMAC) for the E
isomer to ∼0.01 (0.1 mM PDADMAC) for the Z isomer.

In order to test the reversibility of the aggregate formation
and breaking up of aggregates upon E/Z photoisomerization,
we have performed several consecutive E/Z switching cycles
and present the results for the hydrodynamic diameter and
the electrophoretic mobility in Fig. 3, where equimolar concen-

trations of CnAAP and PDADMAC were used (for additional
results using other molar ratios see ESI†).

C0AAP mixtures with PDADMAC show remarkable differ-
ences from the other P/S mixtures (Fig. 3): uζ and dh of C0AAP/
PDADMAC aggregates can be changed nearly reversibly (Fig. 3a
and b) through E/Z photoisomerization of the C0AAP surfac-
tants evidencing control of the aggregate properties over
several irradiation cycles.

On the one hand, this is indeed consistent with previous
work13 where mixtures of anionic polystyrene sulfonate and
cationic surfactants similar to C0AAP were investigated. On the
other hand, the data from PDADMAC mixtures with C4AAP and
C8AAP are distinct, as reversible control of uζ (Fig. 3c and e)
through E/Z photo-isomerization is observed, but reversible
control of the aggregate size is not, because the latter increases
with increasing number of cycles (Fig. 3d and f). Instead of
switching the size from large to small aggregates and vice
versa, the aggregate size increases with every switching cycle.
This can have several causes like the higher hydrophobic inter-
actions of C4AAP and C8AAP having longer alkyl chains. Also,
the fact that the electrophoretic mobility needs to cross zero
values might affect the reproducibility. The high reversibility
of aggregates’ electrophoretic mobility is pointing to a char-
ging state of the aggregates which is determined by surfactant
ad- and desorption at their outer shell, as was previously pro-
posed by Mészáros et al., who studied PEI/SDS mixtures.20 The
missing reversibility of the aggregate sizes for PDADMAC mix-
tures with C4AAP and C8AAP can be also demonstrated
through visual inspection of the solutions’ turbidity (Fig. 3
and ESI†).

CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures at the interface

For the investigation of CnAAP/PDADMAC binding at the air–
water interface, we have combined vibrational SFG spec-
troscopy and NR. Fig. 4 presents SFG spectra of CnAAP mix-
tures with PDADMAC for different mixing ratios and for both E
and Z configurations of the surfactants. The spectra show
vibrational bands at ∼2850 and ∼2880 cm−1 due to symmetric
stretching vibrations of methylene (d+) and methyl (r+) groups,
respectively.19,39,40 Whereas the antisymmetric stretching
bands are centred at ∼2930 (d−) and ∼2965 cm−1 (r−), bands at
∼3030 cm−1 and ∼3060 cm−1 are attributed to the C–H stretch-
ing modes of the aromatic ring. Broad bands around 3200 and
3450 cm−1 derive from O–H stretching modes of H-bonded
interfacial water molecules. Because C–H bands can arise from
both CnAAP and PDADMAC moieties at the interface, their ana-
lysis in terms of the individual contributions is more complex
and we, thus, concentrate on the analysis of the O–H bands
from interfacial water molecules. Although, interpretations of
O–H stretching bands in SFG spectroscopy can be also rather
complex we assume that the O–H intensity is largely domi-
nated by the third-order contribution of the interfacial double
layer and thus the surface potential ϕ0 (see eqn (1)),22–24 while
i.e. changes in hydrogen-bonding and interfacial water struc-
ture may contribute as well but to a far smaller extend. This
assumption is corroborated by complementary results from

Fig. 3 Electrophoretic mobilities uζ and the hydrodynamic diameters dh
after several irradiation cycles of green (open symbols) and UV light
(dashed symbols) for mixtures. (a) and (b) show uζ and dh for equimolar
mixtures of PDADMAC with 10 mM C0AAP wheras (c) and (d) as well as
(e) and (f ) present uζ and dh for 1 mM C4AAP and 0.1 mM C8AAP,
respectively. Photos of the mixtures under green and subsequent UV
irradiation in (b), (d) and (f ) demonstrate the influence of the alternating
light conditions on the sample turbidity. More information on turbidity
can be found in Fig. S7 or the video in the ESI.†
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NR, discussed below, and allows us to perform a qualitative
analysis on the interfacial charging state from the differences
in O–H intensity.

The spectra of the C8AAP and C4AAP surfactants with very
low PDADMAC concentrations show strong O–H contributions
to the SFG intensity. Close comparison of the SFG spectra at
low PDADMAC concentrations, but 0.1 mM, 1 mM and 10 mM
concentrations of C0AAP, C4AAP and C8AAP surfactants,
respectively, indicates that the O–H intensities are decreasing
with the chain length. This is related to effectiveness of the
surfactants and the total ionic strength in the system being
additionally determined by the surfactant concentration. In
fact, the required concentrations to establish densely-packed
surfactant monolayers and to reach the maximum switchabil-
ity between E and Z configurations as well as the surfactants’
critical micelle concentration (CMC) are about an order of
magnitude different between C0AAP and C8AAP.

19 For that
reason, largely different concentrations of 10, 1 and 0.1 mM
for C0AAP, C4AAP and C8AAP and consequently largely
different ionic strength were needed. As a result, charge
screening at the interface is much more substantial for mix-
tures with C0AAP and causes a drastic decrease of the O–H
intensity even when PADMAC is absent. The decrease of O–H
intensities with ionic strength is well known for SFG spec-

troscopy at charged interfaces and caused by the third-order
contribution to the SFG intensity of O–H bands (eqn (1))
which decreases as the ionic strength increases because of
charge screening and the smaller Debye length of the electric
double layer.22–24

For C0AAP the SFG intensity is dominated by the C–H
modes and a non-resonant contribution which causes the
apparent offset in the SFG spectra (Fig. 4). An increase of the
PDADMAC concentration results in an additional decrease in
the O–H intensity and is attributed to the adsorption of
PDADMAC/CnAAP aggregates at the air–water interface.
Particularly, aggregates with low net charge can efficiently
reduce the interfacial charge and the resulting surface poten-
tial ϕ0 (eqn (1)). Further manipulation of the interfacial charge
can be realized by UV irradiation: here, E → Z isomerisation of
the CnAAP surfactants causes a further decrease in the O–H
intensity when the surfactants are in the Z state as compared
to the E state which can be also re-established by irradiation
with green light.

In order to obtain more quantitative information from SFG,
the spectra in Fig. 4 were fitted using Lorentzian functions for
the narrow CH bands, and Voigt profiles for the inhomogen-
ously broadened O–H bands (details in the ESI†). The results
for the O–H amplitudes are shown in Fig. 5a.

The trend of the O–H amplitudes follows the trend in elec-
trophoretic mobilities (Fig. 2): in case the surfactants are in
the E state (irradiation with green light), O–H bands exhibit a
high amplitude which is strongly decreased at equal CnAAP/
PDADMAC concentrations.

Mixtures with lower total ion concentrations due to, e.g.
lower CnAAP concentration like C8AAP exhibit higher O–H
intensities which is caused by a reduced charge screening as
noted above. The effect of UV irradiation is a further decrease
in SFG amplitude (Fig. 5a and b) consistent with a change in
electrophoretic mobilities of bulk aggregates (Fig. 2a and c).
However, opposed to the electrophoretic mobilities, no strong
charge reversal is visible at the interface which would give rise
to a different phase of the water bands and thus different spec-
tral shape. This conclusion is corroborated by the NR results
discussed below.

Using surface tensiometry and SFG spectroscopy, we have
also tested the reversibility of the changes at the air–water
interface. In order to identify whether a similar reversibility as
seen for the aggregates in the bulk solution is possible (see
Fig. 3 and its discussion), we have studied the air–water inter-
face after several E/Z switching cycles and present the results
in Fig. S12 (ESI†). As expected, the spreading of P/S aggregates
at the air–water interface is not reversible and the surface
tension changes between E and Z isomers are negligible.
However, the massive change in O–H intensity as indicated in
Fig. 4 and 5 is partially reversible (Fig. S12†). Particularly, for
PDADMAC mixtures with C0AAP the reversibility in O–H inten-
sity is very good whereas for C4AAP and C8AAP the O–H inten-
sity is reduced with every switching cycle.

Next, we discuss our results from NR, in order to explain
how the interfacial composition in terms of the surface

Fig. 4 Vibrational SFG spectra of CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures at the air–
water interface for selected PDADMAC concentrations as indicated in
the figure. Note that similar to the bulk characterization, the concen-
trations of C0AAP, C4AAP and C8AAP surfactants were fixed to 10, 1 and
0.1 mM, respectively. SFG spectra of interaces with the surfactants in
predominant E and Z states are indicated by green and violet-colored
solid lines, respectively.
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excesses of PDADMAC and CnAAP at the interface is changing
with mixing ratio and E/Z configuration of the surfactants.
This can be also used to infer qualitatively the interfacial char-
ging state and allows for a comparison with the results from
SFG spectroscopy. Neutron reflectivity profiles were recorded
only for C4AAP and C8AAP mixtures with PDADMAC. The
corresponding profiles and their analysis are shown and dis-
cussed in the ESI.† In the following, the main focus is on the
resulting surface excesses Γ of CnAAP surfactants and
PDADMAC polyelectrolyte (Fig. 5c–f ). The remaining para-
meters are stated in the ESI.†

The results for the C4AAP/PDADMAC system complement
the SFG results: at low PDADMAC concentrations, an inter-
facial excess of anionic surfactants is consistent with a highly
negatively charged interface, i.e. with relatively intense O–H

bands in SFG spectroscopy (Fig. 4 and 5a, b). Increasing the
PDADMAC concentration leads to an increase in the surface
excess of PDADMAC, as expected, while Γ slightly decreases for
C4AAP at high PDADMAC concentrations. Consequently, the
net charge at the air–water interface and, thus, the surface
potential is driven by the increasing PDADMAC surface excess
while the surface excess of the oppositely charged AAP stays
roughly the same.

For the C4AAP mixtures with the surfactant in the E state,
already at a low polyelectrolyte concentration (0.001 mM),
PDADMAC is present at the interface. Surface tension experi-
ments support the occurrence of interfacial aggregates even at
very low PDADMAC concentrations as a lower surface tension
compared to the C4AAP solution without PDADMAC was
observed (Fig. S3, ESI†). The analysis of the neutron reflecto-
metry profiles yields more details on the molecular picture of
the changes at the air–water interface (NR parameters in Table S2
in the ESI†). Here we focus particularly on the trends of the
PDADMAC in layer 3, that is below the surfactant layers at the
interface which can change significantly depending on the E/Z
configurations of CnAAP surfactants. The thickness and the
surface excess of the surfactants in layer 1 (tails) and 2 (heads)
remain similar to the values of the surfactant monolayers with no
or little effect of the PDADMAC concentration (Tables S2 and S3,
ESI†).21 The thickness of layer 3 which is dominated by
PDADMAC is higher (7–18 nm) for mixtures with C4AAP at rela-
tively low polyelectrolyte concentrations. It becomes more
compact with a thickness of <0.9 nm at higher concentrations
when the surfactants are in the E state. Conversely, for the Z state,
the thickness of the PDADMAC dominated layer 3 remains rela-
tively independent (with 1–3 nm) of the polymer concentration
(Table S2†). This is different from PDADMAC/C8AAP mixtures
where layer 3 is about 4 to 7 nm thick independent on the
polymer concentration and the choice of the surfactant (E/Z)
isomer (Table S3, ESI†).

A notable characteristic of the PDADMAC/C4AAP mixtures
with the Z isomer is the observation of clear Kiessig fringes for
some concentrations e.g. 1 mM PDADMAC, i.e. a minimum at
approx. QZ = 0.08 Å−1 for d-surfactants in ACMW (Fig. S5†).
Recent NR studies of several related systems attribute these
Kiessig fringes to the existence of extended structures at low cov-
erage, e.g. hemimicelles or bilayer patches.9,27,31 For our systems,
only the mixtures with the C4AAP where Z-isomer showed the
necessity of the extended structures. We hypothesize that this
might be related to the rather special behaviour of C4AAP in the Z
state as the pure surfactant can form bilayer structures at the air–
water interface while C8AAP and C0AAP do not.19,21

Under green irradiation, the surface excesses of PDADMAC
and C4AAP approach each other at equimolar P/S ratios
(Fig. 5c and d), which causes a negligible interfacial charge
consistent with the observations from SFG spectroscopy. UV
irradiation shifts this concentration of charge neutralisation to
lower PDADMAC concentrations due to the reduced binding
affinity compared to the E isomers. This result is consistent
with previous results on mixtures of an AAP triethyl-
ammonium bromide surfactant with sodium polystyrene sulfo-

Fig. 5 SFG amplitudes of the O–H stretching modes of interfacial
water molecules that report qualitatively on the charging state (the
surface potential ϕ0 see eqn (1)), for CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures at the
air–water interface with the surfactants in (a) E and (b) Z configurations.
(c) and (d) as well as (e) and (f ) present the surface excess of C8AAP/
PDADMAC and C4AAP/PDADMAC mixtures at the air–water interface,
which was resolved using NR. (c) and (e) show the results for C4AAP and
C8AAP surfactants in E configurations (green irradiation), while in (d) and
(f ) the results for the surfactants in the Z state are presented. Dashed
lines indicate equimolar ratios of polyelectrolytes and surfactants.
Symbols in grey colour represents the PDADMAC surface excess, while
green and violet colored symbols indicate the surface excesses of the E
and Z isomers of CnAAP surfactants.
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nate where the reduced binding affinity of Z isomer decreased
the necessary polyelectrolyte concentration for, e.g. the charge
reversal of the electrophoretic mobility.13 PDADMAC mixtures
with C8AAP surfactants demonstrate a similar behaviour as the
C4AAP mixtures. The surface excesses of PDADMAC and C8AAP
approach each other at equimolar ratio for the E and lower
PDADMAC concentrations for the Z isomer, but the overlap
between the surface excesses is, compared to C4AAP, less pro-
nounced for C8AAP (Fig. 5). A close inspection of Fig. 5 reveals
differences between NR and SFG results that are likely to be
associated with the layer structure of PDADMAC which is
extending into the bulk phase, but is still contributing to the
surface excess. Conclusions on reduced interfacial charge from
SFG experiments are based on the water molecules’ reduced
net orientation perpendicular to the interface. The common
explanation of this reduction is an also reduced electric field
of interfacial molecules (eqn (1)). In this system, however, posi-
tively charged loops and chains of PDADMAC in layer 3 pene-
trate into the bulk phase, and water molecules at these
charged sites do not contribute to the SFG spectra as the
signal from water at these sites is cancelled due to local inver-
sion symmetry. PDADMAC/C4AAP mixtures at equimolar con-
centrations in the interfacial layers are much more compact
(thickness of PADADMAC layer ∼0.7 nm, Table S2†) and drive
the positive charges of PDADMAC much closer to the negative
charges of the surfactant layer which reduces the local electric
field at the very interface and, consequently, the SFG signals
from interfacial H2O to a large extent. This is different for
PDADMAC/C8AAP mixture where the thickness of the
PDADMAC layer 3 expands to about 5 nm (Table S3†) and can,
thus, less efficiently screen the negative charges of the surfac-
tants at the topmost interface (layer 2).

CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures for stabilization of aqueous foam

The molecular changes at the air–water interface can drive
macroscopic property changes of aqueous foams, as demon-
strated in our previous works.21 The foam stability for selected
P/S mixing ratios is presented in Fig. 6. Both C4AAP and C8AAP
surfactants form stable foams without PDADMAC when they
are in the E configuration and remain stable for several hours
(Fig. 6). Switching to the Z isomer with UV irradiation causes
rapid foam decay with half lifetimes of about 1 h and 350 s for
C8AAP and C4AAP, respectively. PDADMAC/CnAAP mixtures
show a decreased foam stability, but with more drastic differ-
ences between E and Z isomers, where the PDADMAC/CnAAP
stabilized foams are quite stable for the E isomer (∼1 h) while
the Z isomer leads to very poor stability of less than 1 min.

Foams of P/S aggregates are mainly stabilized through
electrostatic disjoining forces41 or steric repulsion8,9 as well as
due to Pickering effects with larger particles.13 When the sur-
factants are in the E state the disjoining pressure between gas
bubbles is sufficiently high but is reduced drastically for the Z
isomer where surfactant desorption from the interface (Fig. 5
and discussion) causes a reduction of the electrostatic disjoin-
ing pressure. This conclusion on the dominant influence of
the electrostatic disjoining pressure on the foam stability is

also corroborated by the decrease in foam stability with
increasing PDADMAC/CnAAP mixing ratio (Fig. 6). The latter
leads to a lower net charge at the interface as we have dis-
cussed above and which can be inferred from the results
shown in Fig. 5.

Since P/S mixtures like 0.1 mM PDADMAC with 0.1 mM
C8AAP exhibit larger particles in the bulk solution (Fig. 2) but
show no improved foam stabilities there is, for PDADMAC/
CnAAP mixtures, no beneficial effect from the presence of the
particles in the bulks solution which could lead to Pickering
stabilization (Fig. 6). Using PDADMAC/CnAAP mixtures is,
however, advantageous when the difference in foam stability
with the surfactants in the E and Z state needs to be maxi-
mized i.e., the foam half-life time with the surfactants in the
state can be reduced from >1 h to less than 1 min (Fig. 6),
whereas the half-life time of the foams with P/S mixtures and
the surfactants in the E state is comparable to foams stabilized
by C8AAP or C4AAP only (Fig. 6). This improves the applica-
bility of CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures as candidates for highly
responsive photoswitchable foams.

Conclusions

In this work, we report on a new approach to render polyelec-
trolyte/surfactant (P/S) mixtures of the cationic PDADMAC with
anionic surfactants responsive to light. Unlike the well-known
P/S mixtures with classical surfactants we are using photo-
switchable arylazopyrazole amphiphiles (CnAAP) with three
different terminal groups -octyl, -butyl, and -H in order to tune
remotely the surfactant CMC and the binding affinity of the
surfactant to the polyelectrolyte chain. In addition, we can

Fig. 6 Foam height as a function of time after formation of the foams
for different PDADMAC mixtures with C4AAP and C8AAP surfactants.
The surfactant concentrations are fixed to 0.1 mM (C8AAP) and 1 mM
(C4AAP) whereas the PDADMAC concentration was varied as is indicated
in the figure.
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show that through E/Z photoisomerization of the surfactants
we are able to change their binding to PDADMAC substantially,
which causes different bulk as well as interfacial behaviour. In
the bulk, P/S aggregates form and their size as well as electro-
phoretic mobilities uζ change with mixing ratio as expected
from earlier reports with classic surfactants, but they also
change drastically and partly reversibly through the irradiation
with UV and green light. For instance, uζ can be driven from
negative to positive values through light irradiation, while
larger particles in the form of P/S aggregates can be broken up
and reversibly formed again depending on the nature of the
CnAAP surfactant. Similar effects at the air–water interface are
observed for two of the three CnAAP/PDADMAC mixtures,
where the surface composition and net charge depend on the
P/S mixing ratio and can be changed after formation of the
interface through light irradiation. The interfacial structures
including extended structures involving bilayer patches in contact
with single P/S layers were resolved using a model with up to four
layers to fit the results from NR. The binding of PDADMAC with
the CnAAP surfactants increases the polyelectrolytes’ surface
excess and, consequently, leads near equimolar concentrations to
efficient charge screening at the interface. The latter has been
consistently determined from vibrational SFG spectroscopy and
NR as two complementary methods that report on the interfacial
structure and are highly useful for explaining the stability of
aqueous foams and their responsiveness to light. We could
indeed show that the application of photo-responsive P/S mix-
tures in foams allows for remote control of the interfacial pro-
perties (binding affinity, interfacial structure) as well as meso-
scopic and macroscopic properties such as the electrophoretic
mobility, particle size and foam stability. Further, we expect our
results can be used to derive other soft matter materials i.e.,
emulsions responsive to light.
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